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Abstract. Many community open source projects are of high economic rele-
vance. As these projects mature, their leaders face a choice of continuing the 
project as is, making the project join an existing foundation, or creating their 
own foundation for the project. This article presents a model of open source 
developer foundations that project leaders can use to compare existing founda-
tions with their needs or to design their own. The model is based on a three-it-
eration qualitative study involving interviews and supplementary materials re-
view. To demonstrate its usefulness, we apply the model to nine foundations 
and present their organizational choices in a comparative table format.

1 1 Introduction

Community open source projects are open source software projects that are owned 
by a community of stakeholders [10]. The Linux kernel, the Apache projects, and the 
Eclipse  platform are  examples  of  community  open  source  software.  Community 
owned projects are to be viewed in contrast to single-vendor open source projects 
like MySQL, SugarCRM, or Alfresco [8] that are owned and managed by a single 
stakeholder, the company. As community open source projects mature and become 
increasingly economically relevant, they face a choice: Continue as is, seek the pro-
tection of an existing open source foundation, or create their own foundation.

The benefits of an open source foundation for the projects are manifold [9]. Most 
notably, the foundation acts as the legal representative of the projects. Thus, it can 
represent the projects’ interests in court and protect the individual contributing soft-
ware developers.  Also, a foundation increases  the projects’  credibility and makes 
them less dependent on individual people, which in turn increases industry involve-
ment and makes the projects more sustainable. Thus, the creation of a foundation is a 
natural step in the life-cycle of successful maturing community open source projects.

Open source foundations are similar to traditional consortia. In fact, many foun-
dations chose to incorporate using legal forms typically chosen for consortia. The 
main difference is the choice of an open source license for the software being devel-
oped. By using an open source license, a foundation cannot exclude non-members 
from utilizing the software. Thus, the software is typically not considered competi-
tively  differentiating.  This  is  most  forcefully  demonstrated  by  some foundations 
choosing a for-public-benefit organizational form rather than the for-member-benefit 
form that traditional consortia typically take.
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Today, dozens if not hundreds of such open source foundations exist. Next to 
large well-known foundations like the Linux Foundation, Apache Software Founda-
tion, or the Eclipse Foundation, many smaller niche foundations exist, catering to the 
specific needs of their projects. These specific needs may be country, culture, or ju-
risdiction-specific (e.g. OpenPlans, Kuali, or WorldVistA), or they may be specific 
to a particular industry (e.g. TOPCASED, GENIVI, OpenAPC), or they may be spe-
cific to a particular horizontal layer in the technology stack (e.g. Drupal Foundation, 
Document Foundation, KDE e.V.) or any combination thereof.

Joining an existing foundation or creating a new one is a daunting task. First, a 
project considering joining an existing foundation has to ask itself whether the foun-
dation matches the project's interests. Second, if the answer is no, the project has to 
consider creating its own foundation. For these processes, there is no guidance, yet 
the compatibility of a foundation with the projects’ needs is a crucial factor in ensur-
ing the project’s sustainability.

In our analysis of open source foundations, we need to distinguish between de-
veloper foundations, created by software development firms, and IT user founda-
tions,  created  by users  of the software  who are using open source to avoid ven-
dor-lock-in and keep prices down. This paper is only about developer foundations.

This paper presents a qualitative analysis of the structure and processes of exist-
ing open source developer foundations. A three-step process of analyzing existing 
foundations led to a model of open source foundations that project leaders can use to 
compare existing foundations with their needs or design their own. The paper's re-
sulting contributions are:

• A model of community open source developer foundations that has been de-
rived from a three-step qualitative study process

• The  comparison  of  nine  open  source  foundations  using  this  model  and 
demonstrating its ability to capture the complexity of existing foundations

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 outlines our research process. Sec-
tion 3 presents a model of community open source developer foundations. Section 4 
applies the model to nine existing open source foundations and demonstrates its use-
fulness. Section 5 reviews related work and section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Research Process

This paper shows the result of an exploratory theory generation process for develop-
er foundations; it does not yet quantitatively validate this theory. We use the terms 
“theory” and “model” of developer foundations interchangeably in this article. The 
theory was generated in a three-step iterative process. The first step created the first 
model, the second and third step created refined models based on additional qualita-
tive research. The first and second step were performed by the second author under 
the guidance of  the first  author,  the third step was performed by the first  author 
alone. The second author is a student of the first author.
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2.1 First Iteration: Initial Model

For the first iteration, the first author chose six different foundations for initial analy-
sis. These six foundations were the Free Software Foundation, the Linux Foundation, 
the Apache Software Foundation, the Eclipse Foundation, the GENIVI consortium, 
and the Albatross community. These foundations were chosen for their breadth and 
maturity. The second author then gathered and analyzed these foundations, using the 
following data:

• Telephone interviews with foundation representatives
• Email exchanges to clarify issues from the interviews
• By-laws and other materials from the foundations’ websites

The second author analyzed the materials using an open coding approach. He 
grouped the codes into initial categories that then became the building blocks of the 
first model [4]. This led to the definition of sub-categories like “membership” and 
their possible values like “person” or “corporation”.

2.2 Second Iteration: Qualitative Validation

For the second iteration, the first author provided four more foundations to the sec-
ond author that were supposed to serve as a qualitative validation of the first-itera-
tion model: Would the initial model be able to capture the complexity of these four  
new foundations? The four new foundations were the KDE, Mozilla, OpenAPC, and 
TOPCASED foundations.

The attempt to describe these four new foundations using the initial foundation 
model  surfaced  several  problems with  the  initial  model.  For  example,  the  initial 
model had not captured the possibility of financing a foundation through a for-profit 
subsidiary (Mozilla). Thus, the result of the second iteration was a revised model that 
enhanced several of the original model dimensions and added one more.

2.3 Third iteration: Categorization and Review

For the third iteration, the first author took over and created a stringent categoriza-
tion hierarchy from the available data. For example, the rather broad single category 
Intellectual  Property  was  split  into subcategories  Project  License,  Patent  License 
Grant, and IP Ownership. The accompanying attribute values were rearranged ac-
cordingly and in-line with the original coding. The Albatross community was recog-
nized as single-vendor-owned open source rather than community open source and 
consequently removed.

The resulting hierarchy of concepts and categories is called category, attribute,  
and possible value in Tables 1 and 2, the final analysis result after the third iteration. 
We found this nomenclature to be more useful than the general terminology of cate-
gories and sub-categories. The resulting model was presented to the original corre-
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spondents of the second author from the first iteration of this research process. While 
not a representative survey, the generally positive feedback confirmed the quality of 
the model. A few minor corrections, mostly renaming of codes, was applied to the 
model. The result is the model presented in Section 3.

3 Model of Developer Foundations

3.1 Model overview

Tables 1 and 2 show the final result of the combined three-step exploratory analysis 
using interviews and supplementary web and literature research. It presents the mod-
el as a stringent category hierarchy with 

• column 1, “category”, being the top category, 
• column 2, “attribute”, being the first layer of sub-categories, and 
• column 3, “possible values”, being a third layer of categories.

Column 4 contains short codes for the possible values provided in column 3. Col-
umn 5 describes constraints between the categories, providing a short form of captur-
ing category interactions. Column 6 then provides some explanation of the meaning 
of the attribute (the first level of sub-categories).

The following Subsections explain the model categories.

3.2 The General model category

The General:Purpose of a developer foundation is to benefit the public (G:PB) or 
its members (G:MB). Member benefit does not exclude public benefit, however, it is 
not a primary goal of the foundation then. This choice of public vs. member benefit  
strongly influences how the foundation incorporates.

The General:Incorporation of a developer foundation is typically as a non-prof-
it foundation (G:F) or a non-profit consortium (G:C). The difference is that a founda-
tion serves the public and a consortium serves its members. The actual choice of the  
corporate form depends on the jurisdiction of incorporation. In the U.S.A., for exam-
ple, the Apache Software Foundation is a 501(c)3 non-profit foundation, while the 
Eclipse Foundation is a 501(c)6 non-profit consortium. In Germany, they might have 
chosen the form of an e.V. or a GmbH. Most countries have forms of incorporation 
that support for-public-benefit or for-member-benefit organizations.

The  General:Members of a developer foundation can be both natural persons 
(G:NP) or juristic persons (G:JP). Natural persons are people, and juristic persons are 
incorporated organizations. Any combination is possible, as are many restrictions. 
For example, the Mozilla Foundation has no members, the Free Software Foundation 
only has natural people (developers) as members, and the Linux Foundation has both 
natural and juristic persons as members.
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3.3 The Philosophy model category

The  Philosophy:Commercial  Stance of a developer foundation can be that  of a 
free-software-enforced (P:FSE) or closed-software-allowed (P:CSA) stance. Taking 
a free-software-enforced  stance  prevents  taking enhancements  to  the open source 
software private, thereby limiting the business models possible with the software.  
Taking a closed-software-allowed stance allows a much broader range of business 
models, including those in which the open source software is enhanced without those 
enhancements being open sourced as well. The stance strongly determines the choice 
of a license.

This is an abbreviation of a more complex discussion carried out elsewhere in 
more detail [11]. The Free Software Foundation and the KDE e.V. are examples of 
foundations that take the more restrictive free-software-enforced stance, while the 
Apache Software Foundation and the Eclipse Foundation are examples of founda-
tions that take the more permissive closed-software-allowed stance. In general, the 
more commercially minded, the more likely a permissive stance.

The  Philosophy:Development Model of a foundation can be open (P:OD) or 
closed (P:CD). In the case of open development, all or most of the development arti-
facts are available in public as they are being developed. In the case of closed devel-
opment, the project communities keep the project artifacts to themselves and only re-
lease them to the public in major increments, if they release them at all. Legally, in  
the  restrictive  sense  of  a  license  choice,  the  software  may  still  be  open  source, 
though. Closed development is fairly uncommon but it does happen; an example is 
GENIVI, a consortium developing a Linux-based stack for in-vehicle infotainment.

3.4 The Intellectual Property model category

The Intellectual Property:Project License that a foundation chooses can be any of 
the 50+ open source licenses that have been officially accepted by the Open Source 
Initiative  (OSI)  as  such  [6].  Sometimes,  foundations  develop  their  own  license, 
which then has to pass the OSI's license review process. Simplifying, we reduce the 
choice of license to either a reciprocal (e.g. GPL or AGPL) (IP:RL) or a permissive 
license (e.g. BSD or Apache license) (IP:PL).

• A reciprocal license forces software developers who are embedding the re-
ciprocally-licensed  software  in  a  product  to  open  source  the  embedding 
code when distributing the product. 

• A permissive license does not force the developer to open source the em-
bedding software code when distributing the software.

There are many options, and this simplification does not do justice to the wealth of 
choices one faces in choosing or designing a license. German et al. discuss some 
these issues and their implications [5]. In general, a free-software-enforced stance 
(P:FSE) goes well  with a reciprocal  license,  and an closed-source-allowed stance 
(P:CSA) goes well with a permissive license.
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A foundation has the option of providing the same source code under multiple li-
censes to increase flexibility. Contributors typically are required to accept all licens-
es, as enforced through a contributor agreement, see below. The Mozilla Foundation, 
bundles three licenses (the foundation's MPL, the LGPL, and the GPL) into its so-
called tri-license. Derivative projects can then chose which license to utilize.

Table 1: Model of Open Source Developer Foundations, Part 1
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The Intellectual Property:Patent License Grant can be none (IP:NPG), for-use 
(IP:UPG), or for-use and embedding (IP:EPG).

• If no patent license grant is provided through the project license or a con-
tributor agreement (see IP ownership below), then users may have to pay 

Table 2: Model of Open Source Developer Foundations, Part 2
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royalties to the patent holder. This option is uncommon, because one of the 
reasons for creating a foundation is to avoid such legal uncertainty. 

• If a patent license grant is provided for-use, then the software can be used 
without paying royalties under the original open source license. A software 
developer who wants to sell software that embeds the open source code un-
der a different license may have to pay the original patent holder royalties.

• If a patent license grant is provided for use and embedding, a software de-
veloper can embed the open source code in a commercial product and sell 
the software under a commercial license without having to pay royalties to 
the patent holder.

The  Intellectual  Property:IP  Ownership determines  the  rights  the  foundation 
wants to acquire of the software code. It may be none (IP:NIP), a relicensing right 
(IP:RRG), or the full copyright (IP:CA). Some foundations do not require to receive 
any  rights  but  rely  on  the  project  license  to  regulate  intellectual  property  issues 
around the project. An example is the KDE e.V. (foundation), however, this is the 
more uncommon choice. (KDE offers a transfer but does not require it.) Most foun-
dations ask contributors to sign a contributor agreement before they make their first 
contribution, which either provides the foundation with a relicensing right or directly 
signs over the copyright to the foundation.

• A relicensing rights grant asks a contributor to provide the foundation with 
the right to relicense the contributed software code. This is helpful should 
the foundation decide to change its license at a later point of time. It also 
provides the foundation control over the whole code base, because the foun-
dation becomes the single and only holder of a complete relicensing right 
while each contributor holds rights only to their typically small piece.

• A copyright assignment asks a contributor to transfer all rights to the foun-
dation, which then becomes the sole owner of the source code. This in-
cludes all the rights from the relicensing rights grant. In addition, it allows 
the foundation to act as the representative of the project, for example, in 
court. In particular, the Free Software Foundation requires a copyright as-
signment and declares its intent to enforce its intellectual property rights.

3.5 The Governance model category

The Governance:Board Membership of a foundation can be anything from demo-
cratic (GV:DB) on the one end through meritocratic (GV:MB) in between to auto-
cratic  (GV:AB) on the other  end. Some foundations allow for  elections of  board 
members from the member base or even general public while others have a set board 
that answers only to itself. The Free Software Foundation and the Mozilla Founda-
tion are examples of the latter, the Linux Foundation and the Apache Software Foun-
dation are examples of the former.

The  Governance:Project  Membership can  be  anything  from  democratic 
(GV:DP)  (elected  by  membership)  through  meritocratic  (GV:MP)  (earned  status 
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through continued project work) to autocratic (GV:AP) (appointed by board). This is 
particularly important for the project leadership. Most foundations, for example, the 
Apache  Software  Foundation  and  the  Eclipse  Foundation,  support  a  meritocratic 
model in which project members earn their stripes before being elected into respec-
tive positions, but the other options also occur. 

The Governance:Natural Member Career determines the career that a natural 
person, typically a developer, can have inside the foundation. The Apache Founda-
tion provides the original model of this career [2]. The career design varies between 
foundation, but one can repeatedly find these three components [7]:

• The traditional open source career steps of increasing status are user, con-
tributor, and committer (a.ka. maintainer) (GV:UDC). A user uses the soft-
ware and helps others, a contributor makes contributions that have to pass 
review before  they are accepted,  and a committer  reviews the work that 
contributors  submit  and can  make contributions to  the project  that  don't 
have to pass anyone else's review.

• Foundations make the project management level explicit (GV:PMC) that is 
tied to the committer role in traditional open source projects: Developers 
can  become  members  of  a  project  management  committee  (PMC).  The 
PMC determines a project's road-map in the overall scope of the foundation. 
Thus, it manages the project's direction. A PMC member can become the 
leader of one or more PMCs.

• Finally, beyond project management, developers can become officers and 
board members of the foundation (GV:BRD), determining and contributing 
to its overall strategy and direction.

The Governance:Juristic Member Level determines the role that a juristic per-
son can play within the foundation. Usually, the member level is closely aligned with 
the resources that a member provides, most notably financing (GV:FL) and develop-
ment resources (GV:DL). The Eclipse foundation, for example, provides four types 
of corporate membership (“associate”, “solution”, “enterprise” and “strategic” mem-
bers) while the TOPCASED foundation, whose software builds on the Eclipse plat-
form, provides only one type of membership.

3.6 The Financing model category 

The Financing: (of the) Foundation can be any or all of membership fees (F:MF), 
sponsorships (F:S),  gifts  and grants (F:GG), or revenues from a commercial  sub-
sidiary (F:FPS). 

• Membership fees have the benefit of being predictable, while sponsorship 
may or may not happen. Sponsorship money may be tied to a particular 
project.  Gifts and grants are also not predictable,  however,  for  gifts  and 
grants the foundation has to put in work and advertise or apply for it. These 
three are the most common forms of financing a foundation and most foun-
dations rely on them.
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• In addition, a foundation can finance itself through commercial subsidiaries. 
For  example  the  Mozilla  Foundation,  with  its  for-profit  subsidiary  the 
Mozilla Corporation, funds itself through the income derived from products 
and  services  it  sells  for  its  open  source  software.  In  2009,  most  of  the 
Mozilla Foundation's $101M income came from its search related activities 
(the Firefox search box etc.) [3].

The foundation's income is usually spent on providing infrastructure services for 
the projects it is maintaining, for back office work, lawyers and legal work, and a 
(typically) small staff.

The Financing: (of) Projects may come directly from the foundation (F:PFF) or 
from the project participants (F:PMF), that is, the foundation members working on 
the project. For example, the Eclipse Foundation pays for (and maintains) all the in-
frastructure for its projects, while TOPCASED and GENIVI rely on their members 
to set-up and maintain the infrastructure on a per-project basis.

3.7 The Operations model category

The Operations:Infrastructure of a foundation's projects may be provided by the 
foundation itself (O:IFO) or by its members (O:IMO). This may be closely aligned 
with the financing of projects. The common choice is for the foundation to provide 
the infrastructure, as the Free Software Foundation, the Apache Software Founda-
tion, the KDE e.V. and many others do. Sometimes, members perform these project 
services, as is the case with TOPCASED and GENIVI foundations.

The  Operations:Back Office handles most of the back office work like main-
taining a member database,  collecting contributor agreements,  and watching over 
proper processes. Much of this work may be performed by volunteers (O:BOV), but 
typically  there  are  at  least  a  few  full  or  part-time  employees  of  the  foundation 
(O:BOE), paid for from the foundation's income.

4 Application of Model to Developer Foundations

4.1 Application overview

A full confirmatory validation of the model has yet to be done. To demonstrate at 
least the usefulness of the model, we apply it to the nine foundations we used in the 
theory generation process. Tables 3 and 4 shows the result of this application.

4.2 Discussion of application

The model fits the foundations well and no necessary changes to the model became 
apparent. This is not surprising, given that the model had been derived from these 
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foundations. As described in Section 2, we took a multiple-step process, first deriv-
ing an initial model for six selected foundations, and then extending it by incorporat -
ing into the model what we learned from four more foundations. In a similar vein, if 
we were to apply it to more foundations, we might find more extensions to the mod-
el. We expect these possible modifications to be small and incremental.

Table 3: Application of Model to 9 Foundations, Part 1
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5 Related Work

West and O'Mahoney investigate corporate sponsorship of open source communities, 
some of which are organized as foundations [12]. They call "participation architec-

Table 4: Application of Model to 9 Foundations, Part 2
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ture" what we call "foundation model". Their research, like ours, was qualitative in 
nature and based on interviews and supplementary materials review. West and O'Ma-
honey's Production category matches our Development Model category, their Gover-
nance category matches ours, except that we determined a separate Financing cate-
gory, and their Intellectual Property category matches ours as well, except that ours 
involves Patent Handling. We became aware of this work only after performing our 
own, so we view similarities as additional validation of our work. West and O'Ma-
honey missed several categories like the more fine-grain member levels and careers 
that we determined. In general, we are providing more details with our possible val-
ues for attributes and the constraints between them.

Xia et al. distinguish between output and process benefits that consortium mem-
bers achieve [13]. They take the view of a single company trying to gauge returns on 
participating in a consortium. Output benefits are derived from having a stake in the 
consortium's output. Process benefits take the form of social capital and learning that 
a company derives from participating. A survey shows these benefits and we expect 
the process benefits to apply to members of open source foundations as well.

Among the diversity of real consortia, open source foundations are closest to re-
search and development (R&D) consortia. Aldrich et al. present a comparative study 
of R&D consortia in the U.S.A. and Japan [1]. They find that Japanese consortia all  
show similar structures and formalize long-standing inter-company relationships. In 
contrast, U.S.-based consortia show significant diversity in terms of organizational 
structure and processes and were more fluid than their Japanese counterparts. In con-
trast to these consortia, open source foundations tend to have an international per-
spective. Thus they tend to have little dependency on governmental support and de-
spite necessary incorporation in a particular jurisdiction are more adjusted to interna-
tional needs than their local and more traditional non-open-source counterparts.

6 Conclusions

This article presents a qualitative study of open source developer foundations. In a 
multiple-step process,  it  distills a model of the structure and governance of these 
foundations.  The model  takes  the  form of  category,  attribute,  and  possible-value 
triples that explain how to design such a foundation. To demonstrate the models use-
fulness, it is successfully applied to nine such foundations. The goal of this research 
is to provide to the leaders of community open source projects a guide for choosing 
an existing foundation or a blueprint for designing their own foundation.
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